FUNCTIONS
Monday to Wednesday from 4pm – late
Thursday and Friday from 4pm – midnight
Saturday from 5pm – midnight

CONCEPT

VENUE

Inspired by the culture, soul and sheer magic of New
Orleans, The Swinging Cat is an underground small bar,
sunk beneath the streets of Sydney’s CBD. Step away from
the urban chaos and straight into this sleek cocktail bar to
experience our version of New Orleans’ vibrant bar scene.

With lounge seating for up to 60 guests, standing
space around the high tables for up to 40 guests, or a total
venue capacity of 100 guests, there are several options for
group and exclusive bookings.

The interiors are reminiscent of New Orleans’ French
Quarter; from the gas-lit street lamps to the velvet-lined
entry, you’ll be transported straight to the corner of Rue
Royal and Conti.

Need an excuse to stay out late? The Swinging Cat is one of
the few remaining venues in the Sydney CBD that is licensed
to trade until 2am Monday to Saturday.
Opening the venue before or after our regular opening times
can be requested when the venue is booked exclusively.

FUNCTIONS & EVENTS
GROUP BOOKINGS

SNACKS & SIPS

Our ever changing, New Orleans-inspired, Sydney-finished
cocktail list has attracted groups of people ever since we
opened our (hidden) door. Add a carefully curated beer
menu, wine list, full back bar boasting more than 300
different spirits to the equation and a visit to The Swinging
Cat makes for quite a night out.

We can curate a special canapé package for your Full-Venue
Exclusive function based on your wishes. All our canapés
evolve around New Orleans-inspired dishes. The price of the
package depends on the curated menu per person; prices
per canapé are $4.50, or $9 for a substantial slider.

We accept online bookings for up to 35 guests however
don’t leave it until too late. We only take a small number of
bookings every night and reserve most of our space for walkins. Any group bookings of more than 35 guests require the
whole venue to be booked exclusively. There’s no minimum
spend for groups of less than 35pax.

We recommend between 9-12 canapés for a 2.5-3hrs
function. Instead of fixed beverage packages we can design
a bespoke drinks menu for your event to be charged on a
consumption basis.

EXCLUSIVE EVENTS
At The Swinging Cat we understand that every event is
different. Just as the New Orleans region is famous for its vivid
colours and liveliness, our team are dedicated to making your
function unforgettable and can create the most extravagant
and colourful events suiting your needs and budget.
We have a maximum capacity of 100 guests and the
minimum spend for Full-Venue Exclusives starts at $3,000,
which varies depending on the weekday and season.

44 King St, Sydney NSW 2000
theswingingcat.com

For all enquiries, please contact our
Reservations Manager via
info@theswingingcat.com

